Are you a researcher or student in Humanities or Social sciences in South Africa? Keen to grow your digital and computational skills but not sure where to start?

Join us over the coming months as we explore various tools available to enhance your research. On 19 May 2022 we welcome Bianca Kramer and Jeroen Bosman to share their work on 101 Innovations in Scholarly Communication which kicked off in 2015. We will explore hundreds of tools and workflows across the research life cycle with our guest speakers. This will form the foundation of the next steps in our programme where we will support you to reflect on your own practices, identify opportunity for learning new skills, and develop a plan to grow and implement your new skills.

Become part of our community of technology empowered womxn!

19 May 2022
11:30 - 13:00 SAST

Bianca Kramer
Scholarly communication/open science librarian, Utrecht University Library

Through 101 Innovations in Scholarly Communication, Bianca investigates trends in innovations and tool usage across the research cycle, with special attention to open scholarly infrastructure and open metadata.

Jeroen Bosman
Scholarly communications & geoscience librarian, Utrecht University Library

Expert in the field of open science and open access policy, practices and tools, as well as scholarly search engines and web search. Co-lead of the 101 Innovations in Scholarly Communication project.

REGISTER: HTTPS://BIT.LY/EMPOWER-2022

@DHCSSza
escalator@talarify.co.za
https://escalator.sadilar.org